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DEEP LEARNING NETWORKS ORCHESTRATION

RELATED APPLICATION INFORMATION

[0001] The present application claims the benefit of priority from US Provisional

Patent Application, serial number 62/530215, filed on July 9, 2017 which is

incorporated herein in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present disclosure generally relates to the orchestration of a plurality of

deep learning networks coupled in an adaptively reconfigurable grid.

BACKGROUND

[0003] The reduction of multiple symbols arranged in a pattern (intentionally or

seemingly randomly) to a smaller number of manageable symbols that are easily

recognizable is known in the art. For example, in music, a sequence of notes may be

combined into two or more notes to form a chord that is played, or otherwise heard as if

being played simultaneously. Chords tend to be repetitive in nature such that the

plurality of notes may be represented by a single chord symbol, thereby reducing the

number of notes explicitly represented in a musical score. Accordingly, the chord,

"C7", is interpreted as the root note A, the minor third C, and a perfect fifth E to be

played generally simultaneously.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004] The subject matter that is regarded as the invention is particularly pointed

out and distinctly claimed in the claims at the conclusion of the specification. The

foregoing and other objects, features, and advantages of the disclosure will be apparent

from the following detailed description taken in conjunction with the accompanying

drawings.

[0005] Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of a deep learning system, constructed and

operative in accordance with embodiments described herein;

[0006] Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of a deep learning networks' reconfigurable

grid architecture, constructed and operative in accordance with embodiments described

herein; and

[0007] Figure 3 is a flowchart of a process for optimally responding to a query via a

deep learning networks' exchange platform according to embodiments described herein.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Overview

[0008] A method for responding to a query is implemented on at least one

computing device and includes: receiving at least one query from a user device;

determining a context for the at least one query, selecting at least one deep learning

network (DLN) of a plurality of DLNs to process the at least one query, where the

selecting is based at least on matching the context to the at least one DLN, sending at

least a representation of the at least one query and the context to the at least one DLN,

receiving at least one response to the at least one query from the at least one DLN, and

sending the at least one response to the user device.

Description of embodiments

[0009] It will be appreciated that patterns of data are typically distributed unevenly

in a given population of data. Some patterns may be more prominent than others and

are therefore likely to have a larger number of occurrences, while other patterns may be

comparatively rare. In addition, some patterns may be correlated to each other, and

together form pattern-combinations which may also be very common. This may be

problematic for pattern recognition systems. For example, to retrieve a similarity

measurement between two content-segments, it may not be enough to consider the

number of corresponding patterns; the probability of occurrence for each pattern may

be of importance as well. Furthermore, correlations between patterns may also be of

importance. For example, if two patterns always appear together, it may be more

efficient to consider them to be a single pattern.

[0010] It will be appreciated that the issues discussed hereinabove may negatively

impact on the scalability and the accuracy of pattern-recognition systems. For example,

in a large system where the handling of different patterns is typically spread among

multiple resources (e.g., "machines") of the pattern-recognition system, machines

configured to process "less-popular" patterns may remain largely inactive, whereas

machines processing "popular" patterns, may be overloaded. It also may not be possible



to distribute the handling of patterns according to their a-priory probability without

knowledge of the correlations between the patterns. Furthermore, to scale up a pattern-

recognition system in an efficient manner it may be beneficial to avoid duplication of

the pattern-space and the need to store copies of each of the known patterns in each

machine.

[0011] Reference is now made to Fig. 1 which is an exemplary and non-limiting

schematic diagram of a deep learning system 100 in accordance with embodiments

described herein. System 100 may be configured to provide responses to queries. The

queries may include sensory inputs, such as, for example, audio elements, visual

elements, etc. The audio and visual elements may be provided, for example, as

multimedia content elements (MMCEs), e.g., images, graphics, video streams, video

clips, audio streams, audio clips, video frames, photographs, images of signals (e.g.,

spectrograms, phasograms, scalograms, etc.), and/or combinations thereof and portions

thereof.

[0012] System 100 comprises a network 110, a plurality of deep learning networks

(DLNs) 120, and a query server 130. Network 110 may be used to communicate

between different parts of system 100, and may be implemented using the Internet, the

world-wide-web (WWW), a local area network (LAN), a wide area network (WAN), a

metro area network (MAN), and/or any othe network(s) capable of enabling

communication between the elements of the system 100.

[0013] Deep learning networks (DLNs) 120-1 through 120-n may represent a

plurality of networks providing deep learning services to query server 130. It will be

appreciated that deep learning as referred to herein is an application of learning tasks of

artificial neural networks (ANNs) that contain a plurality of layers by a computing

device. To date, deep learning has been applied to fields including computer vision,

speech recognition, natural language processing, audio recognition, social network

filtering, machine translation and bioinformatics, producing results comparable to, and

in some cases superior to, human experts. Deep learning typically uses a cascade of

many layers of nonlinear processing units for feature extraction and transformation.

Each successive layer uses the output from a previous layer as input. The algorithms



may be supervised or unsupervised and applications may include both unsupervised

pattern analysis and supervised classification. Deep learning further enables learning of

multiple levels of representations that correspond to different levels of abstraction. The

levels identified in such manner may represent a hierarchy of concepts.

[0014] Query server 130 comprises a processing unit (PU) 135 and a memory unit

(MU) 137. Processing unit 135 may be instantiated as processing circuitry comprising

one or more hardware logic components and circuits. For example, and without

limitation, illustrative types of hardware logic components that may be used include

field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), application-specific integrated circuits

(ASICs), application- specific standard products (ASSPs), system-on-a-chip systems

(SOCs), general-purpose microprocessors, microcontrollers, digital signal processors

(DSPs), and the like, and/or any other hardware logic components capable of

performing calculations and/or other manipulations of information. In accordance with

embodiments described herein, processing unit 135 may be implemented as an array of

at least partially statistically independent computational cores. The properties of each

computational core may be set independently of those of each other core, as described

further hereinbelow. Memory unit 137 contains therein a query application instantiated

as instructions that when executed by processing unit 135 configures query server 130

to perform as further described herein.

[0015] Query server 130 also includes a network interface (not shown) for

connectivity to DLNs 120 via network 110. In accordance with embodiments described

herein, query server 130 is configured to manage DLNs 120 and to optimize their use in

providing responses to queries. For example, query server 130 may generate queries

and send them to one or more DLNs 120. Query server 130 may then analyze responses

and associated metadata received from the DLNs 120 to improve the use and

configuration of DLNs 120 with respect to specific types of queries.

[0016] As depicted in Fig. 1, user device (UD) 125 is further coupled to the network

110. User device 125 may be, for example, a personal computer (PC), a personal digital

assistant (PDA), a mobile phone, a smart phone, a tablet computer, an electronic

wearable device (e.g., glasses, a watch, etc.), a smart television, or another wired or



mobile appliance equipped with browsing, viewing, capturing, storing, listening,

filtering, and managing capabilities enabled as further discussed herein below. It will be

appreciated that for the sake of simplicity only one user device 125 is depicted in Fig. 1.

However, the embodiments described herein may also support a plurality of user

devices 125 that may communicate with query server 130 via network 110.

[0017] Each such user device 125 may comprise a software application (not shown)

installed thereon to be executed by processing circuitry (not shown). The software

application (app) may be downloaded from an application repository, such as the

AppStore®, Google Play®, or any other similar repositories hosting software

applications. Alternatively, the application may be pre-installed in user device 125. In

accordance with some embodiments described herein, the application may be located

on a remote server (e.g., in a cloud, or otherwise accessible via local or wide area

network) and accessed by a web-browser application on user device 125. User device

125 may employ the application to send queries via network 110 to be analyzed by one

or more of DLNs 120.

[0018] In accordance with some embodiments described herein, system 100 may

also comprise a data warehouse (not shown) that is configured to store metadata

associated with DLNs 120. The data warehouse may also be further configured to store

queries received from user device(s) 125 and associated responses received thereof

from DLNs 120. Per the exemplary embodiment of Fig. 1, query server 130 may

communicate with the data warehouse through network 110. Such communication may

be subject to an approval to be received from the user device 125.

[0019] In the exemplary embodiment of Fig. 1, system 100 may also comprise a

signature generator system (SGS) 140 and a deep-content classification (DCC) system

160 which may be utilized by query server 130 to perform various functions as

described herein. SGS 140 and DCC system 160 may be connected to query server 130

either directly or through network 110. Alternatively, DCC system 160 and/or SGS 140

may be embedded in query server 130. In accordance with one embodiment, query

server 130 may also be configured with, or at least in communication with, an array of

computational cores configured as discussed in more detail hereinbelow.



[0020] According to an embodiment described herein, query server 130 may be

configured to receive at least one query from user device 125 over network 110. Query

server 130 may analyze a query received from user device 125 to determine an optimal,

or at least a preferred DLN 120 to process the query. In accordance with some

embodiments described herein, query server 130 may invoke SGS 140 to generate at

least one signature to be associated with the query. In accordance with some

embodiments described herein, the process employed by SGS 140 to generate the

signature(s) may employ lossless compression of at least part of the element(s) of the

query, thereby rendering the generated signature(s) robust to noise and distortions.

[0021] DCC system 160 may comprise a database of query identifiers and query

classifications. Query server 130 may use the signature as a query identifier to search

for a similar query in DCC system 160. Based on this search, DCC system 160 may

return a query classification to query server 130. For example, a signature representing

a man with a basketball may be classified as representing "basketball."

[0022] Alternatively, or in addition, the signature may be used to search for a

concept structure (or concept) in DCC system 160. A concept is a collection of

signatures representing elements of the unstructured data and metadata describing the

concept. As a non-limiting example, a 'Superman concept' is a signature-reduced

cluster of signatures describing elements (such as multimedia elements) related to, e.g.,

a Superman cartoon: a set of metadata representing proving textual representation of the

Superman concept. Techniques for generating concept structures are also described in

US patent 8,266,185 (hereinafter 85) to Raichelgauz et al., which is assigned to

common assignee, and is incorporated hereby by reference for all that it contains.

[0023] For example, user device 125 may provide one or more MMCEs as a query

to query server 130, e.g., an image of a basketball player. Query server 130 may invoke

SGS 140 to generate at least one signature for each of the MMCEs in the query. The

signature(s) may then be used to search DCC system 160 to identify an associated

concept. The metadata in the identified concept may be used to identify a context for

each of the plurality of MMCEs using each of the generated signatures. For example,

for the image of basketball player, the concept may be "basketball", and the keyword



"basketball" may be included in the metadata for the concept. If the query also includes

a second image, e.g., the logo for the National Basketball Association (NBA), the

second concept may be "NBA", and the keyword "NBA" may be included in the

concept's metadata. In such an example, the context may be derived from the two

concepts, yielding "NBA basketball." An exemplary technique for determining a

context of multimedia elements based on signatures is described in detail in US Patent

Application No. 13/770,603, filed on February 19, 2013, assigned to common assignee,

which is hereby incorporated by reference for all the useful information it contains.

[0024] It will be appreciated that the embodiments described herein are not

necessarily limited to the use of signatures to determine a query's context. In

accordance with some embodiments, the query may include text in addition to, or

instead of, one or more images. For example, the query may include the names of

basketball players from the NBA. The names may be used to search DCC system 160 to

identify the associated concept, e.g., "NBA basketball."

[0025] It will be appreciated that DLNs 120 may not be configured identically.

Some deep learning models have comparative advantages vis-a-vis other deep learning

models for given subjects of interest. For example, some deep learning models may be

observed to provide better results for face detection, whereas other deep learning

models may be observed to provide better results for facial recognition (given a

detected face). And even among deep learning models that provide better results for

facial recognition, there may be differences in the quality of results based on ethnicity

and/or other factors. It will similarly be appreciated that for practical reasons (e.g.,

cost/efficiency, resource availability, etc.) the DLNs 120 may be implemented with

different levels of computing resources, e.g., RAM, CPU, bandwidth, etc. DLNs 120

may use large amounts of reference data; it may not be practical or efficient to store the

entire universe of relevant data on each machine. Furthermore, at any given time, based

on previous assignments of queries to perform, the different DLNs 120 may have

different levels of resources available to perform additional queries. It will be

appreciated that in operation there may be other factors differentiating between the

suitability of the DLNs 120 to perform a given query.



[0026] In accordance with embodiments described herein, query server 130 may

comprise a list of the various DLNs 120 that may include ratings for different contexts,

tasks, and processing capabilities. The list and ratings may be based on a pre-processing

analysis of actual performance and/or manual input. The ratings may represent the

suitability of a given DLN 120 to perform a query in a given context in terms of

processing speed and/or accuracy. Query server 130 may also track current workloads

for each DLN 120 based on, for example, queries assigned to a given DLN 120 for

which a response has not yet been received. Query server 130 may calculate a current

processing load for each DLN 120 as a function of current workload and computing

resources.

[0027] Query server 130 may be configured to use at least the identified context to

select at least one DLN of the plurality of DLNs 120 that optimally serves the query in

light of the relevant comparative advantages (e.g. per the rating) and current workload

as described hereinabove. For example, for a query based on an image of an unknown

girl, query server 130 may select a DLN 120 based on its rating for facial recognition.

For a crowd scene, query server 130 may split the query into two stages: for the first

stage a DLN 120 may be selected based on its rating for face detection; for the second

stage a DLN 120 may be selected based on its rating for facial recognition, where the

faces detected by the first DLN 120 may be provided (either directly or via query server

130) for further analysis to the second DLN 120. For a crowd scene with an identified

context of "Hong Kong," the DLN 120 selected for facial recognition may be selected

based on a higher rating for facial recognition among people of Asian ancestry.

[0028] Depending upon the configuration of system 100, the selected DLN 120 may

return a response for the query to Query server 130 which may in turn forward the

response to user device 125. Alternatively, or in addition, the selected DLN 120 may

return the response directly to user device 125. In a case where there may be a plurality

of outputs (e.g., from more than one DLN 120), query server 130 may cluster the

outputs to a single complex output in order to optimally serve the query response.

Alternatively, the plurality of outputs may be prioritized and formatted individually by

query server 130 before providing the results to user device 125.



[0029] Fig. 2 depicts an exemplary and non-limiting schematic diagram of deep

learning networks' reconfigurable grid architecture 200 according to an embodiment.

An interface 210 is operative to receive requests from query server 130 (Fig. 1) for

analyzing at least one query. The requests may include metadata associated with the

query generated by query server 130 based on an analysis of the query. The metadata

may include, for example, a selection of one or more DLNs (labelled herein as DLNs

230), a selection of type of DLNs 230, signatures associated with the query, concepts

and/or contexts associated with the query, etc.

[0030] Thereafter, the request may be forwarded to a management unit (MU) 220

that is configured to navigate the request throughout the plurality of DLNs 230 (only

one labeled in Fig. 2 for the sake of simplicity). Each DLN 230 comprises a plurality of

layers (L etc.) therein. Thereafter, an output 240 (only one labeled in Fig. 2 for the

sake of simplicity) may be generated by the one or more selected DLNs 230 and sent to

MU 220 It will be appreciated that MU 220 may be depicted twice in Fig. 2 for the sake

of simplicity in representation of the flow architecture 200). MU 220 is operative to

generate response 250 based on the one or more outputs. Interface 210 is operative to

return response 250 to query server 130 and/or directly to user device 125.

[0031] Fig. 3 depicts an exemplary and non-limiting flowchart 300 describing an

operation of an exemplary method performed by query server 130 (Fig. 1) for optimally

orchestrating deep learning system 100 (Fig. 1) in response to a query. Query server

130 (Fig. 1) may receive (step 310) at least one query as input from user device 125

(Fig. 1). A query may include at least one sensory input, such as, for example, an audio

and/or visual multimedia content element. The multimedia content element may be, for

example, an image, a graphic, a video stream, a video clip, an audio stream, an audio

clip, a video frame, a photograph, and an image of signals (e.g., spectrograms,

phasograms, scalograms, etc.), and/or combinations thereof and portions thereof.

[0032] Query server 130 may determine (step 320) a context for the query. In

accordance with some embodiments described herein, step 320 may comprise query

server 130 generating (step 322) a signature for at least one multimedia content element

in the query; using the generated signature(s) to search (step 324) DCC 160 (Fig. 1) for



a concept associated with the at least one multimedia content element; and determining

(step 326) a context based on the concept(s) associated with each of the multimedia

content elements in the query. Alternatively, or in addition, step 320 may comprise

looking up one or more keywords from the query in DCC 160 to determine the context.

[0033] Based at least on the determined context, query server 130 may select (step

330) one or more DLNs 120 (Fig. 1) to perform the query. In accordance with some

embodiments described herein, step 330 may comprise query server 130 selecting (step

332) one or more DLNs 120 based on their associated ratings for processing queries

with the determined context(s). Query server 130 may then check for sufficient

processing capacity (step 334) on the selected DLN(s), e.g., according to current

processing load. If one or more DLNs 120 does not have sufficient processing capacity,

control may return to step 332 where a different DLN 120 may be selected, e.g., the

DLN 120 with the next highest rating for the determined context. Otherwise processing

may continue to step 340.

[0034] Query server 130 may send (step 340) the query to the selected DLN(s) 120,

and subsequently receive (step 350) the query response(s) from the selected DLN(s)

120 after the query is processed. It will be appreciated that depending on the

configuration of system 100, the query as sent to DLN (s) 120 may not necessarily be

identical to the query as received from user device 125, but rather a representation of

the original query. For example, the query sent in step 340 may include one or more

MMCEs from the query received from user device 125, one or more signatures derived

from the MMCE(s), and/or the context(s) as determined in step 326. If necessary, query

server 130 may combine (step 360) multiple responses into a single combined response.

Query server 130 may then return (step 370) the (combined) response(s) to user device

125.

[0035] In accordance with some embodiments described herein, query server 130

may be configured to adjust the ratings for DLNs 120 in accordance with the results of

process 300. For example, if the actual response to receive a query response from a

given DLN 120 is slower/faster than anticipated as per its current rating for the

associated context, query server 130 may adjust the rating accordingly. Similarly, in



some implementations, query server 130 may be configured with a feedback

mechanism to receive feedback from user device 125 regarding the usefulness of the

query responses received in process 300. Query server 130 may also be configured to

adjust an associated rating in accordance with the feedback.

[0036] It is important to note that the embodiments disclosed herein are only

examples of the many advantageous uses of the teachings herein. In general, statements

made in the specification of the present application do not necessarily limit any of the

various claimed inventions. Moreover, some statements may apply to some inventive

features but not to others. In general, unless otherwise indicated, singular elements may

be in plural and vice versa with no loss of generality. In the drawings, like numerals

refer to like parts through several views.

[0037] The various embodiments disclosed herein may be implemented as

hardware, firmware, software, or any combination thereof. Moreover, the software is

preferably implemented as an application program tangibly embodied on a program

storage unit or computer readable medium consisting of parts, or of certain devices

and/or a combination of devices.

[0038] The application program may be uploaded to, and executed by, a machine

comprising any suitable architecture. Preferably, the machine is implemented on a

computer platform having hardware such as one or more central processing units

("CPUs"), a memory, and input/output interfaces. The computer platform may also

include an operating system and microinstruction code.

[0039] The various processes and functions described herein may be either part of

the microinstruction code or part of the application program, or any combination

thereof, which may be executed by a CPU, whether or not such a computer or processor

is explicitly shown. In addition, various other peripheral units may be connected to the

computer platform such as an additional data storage unit and a printing unit.

Furthermore, a non-transitory computer readable medium is any computer readable

medium except for a transitory propagating signal.

[0040] All examples and conditional language recited herein are intended for

pedagogical purposes to aid the reader in understanding the disclosed embodiments and



the concepts contributed by the inventor to furthering the art, and are to be construed as

being without limitation to such specifically recited examples and conditions.

[0041] Moreover, all statements herein reciting principles, aspects, and

embodiments of the invention, as well as specific examples thereof, are intended to

encompass both structural and functional equivalents thereof. Additionally, it is

intended that such equivalents include both currently known equivalents as well as

equivalents developed in the future, i.e., any elements developed that perform the same

function, regardless of structure.



What is claimed is:

1. A method for responding to a query, the method implemented on at least one

computing device and comprising:

receiving at least one query from a user device;

determining a context for said at least one query;

selecting at least one deep learning network (DLN) of a plurality of

DLNs to process said at least one query, wherein said selecting is based at least

on matching said context to said at least one DLN;

sending at least a representation of said at least one query and said

context to said at least one DLN;

receiving at least one response to said at least one query from said at

least one DLN; and

sending said at least one response to said user device.

2 . The method according to claim 1 wherein said at least one query includes at least

one multimedia content element (MMCE), and the method further comprises:

using at least one identifier associated with said at least one MMCE to

search a deep content classification system for at least one concept associated

with said at least one MMCE; and

determining said context according to metadata associated with said at

least one concept.

3 . The method according to claim 2 wherein:

said at least one identifier is at least one signature derived from said at

least one MMCE; and

said concept is a collection of associated signatures and metadata.



4 . The method according to claim 2 wherein said at least one identifier is metadata

associated with said MMCE.

5 . The method according to claim 1 wherein said at least one query includes at least

text, and the method further comprises:

using said at least text to search a deep content classification system for

at least one concept associated with said at least text; and

determining said context according to metadata associated with said at

least one concept.

6 . The method according to claim 1 further comprising:

tracking a processing load for each of said DLNs, wherein said

selecting is further based on said processing load.

7 . The method according to claim 1 wherein said at least one DLN is at least two

DLNs.

8 . The method according to claim 7 wherein said receiving at least one response

comprises:

receiving said at least one response from each of said at least two

DLNs; and

combining said at least one response from each of said at least two

DLNs into a combined response, wherein said sending said at least one

response comprises sending said combined response to said user device.



9 . The method according to claim 7 wherein said receiving at least one response

comprises:

receiving a first response from one of said at least two DLNs;

sending at least said first response as part of said at least one query to

another DLN from said at least two DLNs; and

receiving a second response from said another DLN, wherein said

sending said at least one response comprises sending said second response to

said user device.

10. The method according to claim 1 further comprising rating each of said plurality

of DLNs for performance of queries associated with a plurality of contexts, wherein:

said context is determined from among said plurality of contexts; and

said selecting is further based at least on said rating.

11. A deep learning system comprising:

a plurality of deep learning networks (DLNS) instantiated on at least

one computing device;

a query server instantiated on a computing and operative to:

receive at least one query from a user device,

determine a context for said at least one query,

select at least one DLN of said plurality of DLNs to

process said at least one query, wherein said query server is

operative to select said at least one based at least on matching

said context to said at least one DLN,

send at least a representation of said at least one query

and said context to said at least one DLN,



receiving at least one response to said at least one query

from said at least one DLN, and

send said at least one response to said user device.

12. The method according to claim 11 wherein said query server is further operative

to:

receive at least one multimedia content element as at least part of said

query;

use at least one identifier associated with said at least one MMCE to

search a deep content classification system for at least one concept associated

with said at least one MMCE; and

determine said context according to metadata associated with said at

least one concept.

13. The method according to claim 12 wherein:

said at least one identifier is at least one signature derived from said at

least one MMCE; and

said concept is a collection of associated signatures and metadata.

14. The method according to claim 12 wherein said at least one identifier is metadata

associated with said MMCE.

15. The method according to claim 11 wherein said at least one query includes at least

text, and the method further comprises:

using said at least text to search a deep content classification system for

at least one concept associated with said at least text; and



determining said context according to metadata associated with said at

least one concept.

16. The method according to claim 11 further comprising:

tracking a processing load for each of said DLNs, wherein said

selecting is further based on said processing load.

17. The method according to claim 11 wherein said at least one DLN is at least two

DLNs, and said query server is further configured to:

receive said at least one response from each of said at least two DLNs;

and

combine said at least one response from each of said at least two DLNs

into a combined response; and

send said combined response to said user device.

18. The method according to claim 11 wherein said at least one DLN is at least two

DLNs, and said query server is further configured to:

receive a first response from one of said at least two DLNs;

send at least said first response as part of said at least one query to

another DLN from said at least two DLNs;

receive a second response from said another DLN; and

send said second response to said user device.

19. The method according to claim 11 wherein said query server is further operative



select said at least one DLN based at least on a rating, wherein said

rating represents a suitability for each of said plurality of DLNs to perform

queries associated with each of said plurality of contexts; and

adjust said suitability rating for an associated DLN for a given context

based at least on performance of said associated DLN in providing said at least

one response for said given context, wherein said given context is from said

plurality of contexts.

20. A query response system instantiated on at least one computing device and

comprising:

means for receiving at least one query from a use device;

means for determining a context for said at least one query;

means for selecting at least one deep learning network (DLN) of a

plurality of DLNs to process said at least one query, wherein said selecting is

based at least on matching said context to said at least one DLN;

means for sending said at least one query and said context to said at

least one DLN;

means for receiving at least one response to said at least one query from

said at least one DLN; and

means for sending said at least one response to said user device.
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